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Abstract - Network Function Virtualization (NFV) is an emerging technology that  strives  to  reduce  Operational  (OpEx) 
and Capital (CaPex) Expenses. Its idea is to decouple network functions from proprietary physical devices, facilitating 
implementation, administration and upgrades. This technology  is still under standardization, and  companies  that  shall  
leverage from it pose concerns regarding several NFV topics, namely standards, performance, available tools, management 
and,  specially  security.  In   this   paper,   a   survey   is   driven in  order  to   classify   reported   studies   and   projects   that   
are being performed on NFV. Such works are classified  according the European Telecommunication Standards Institute 
standards on  NFV. Although some research projects are being done, we show concerns regarding NFV topics are justified 
due to the lack of  inspection,  specially  on  NFV security areas, namely, surity on infrastructure virtualization, security  on  
management  and  orchestration   systems,   and   also analysis of survivability and disaster recovery schemes. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Large data and telecommunication companies, such 
as In- ternet Service Providers (ISP), 
Telecommunication Service Providers (TSP) and 
large Datacenter enterprises have very complex 
infrastructure and services, making use of heteroge- 
neous devices. Such scenario forces these large 
enterprises to depend on the technologies embedded 
into the devices they hold. Once new or upgraded 
services are required and yet     not supported by 
proprietary devices, the companies’ infras- tructure 
must be updated, implicating the increase of CapEx 
(Capital Expenses), due to the demand for new 
hardware acquisition or upgrade, and OpEx 
(Operation Expenses), since network engineers must 
focus on deploying and/or upgrading new devices and 
resources. In order to solve this vendor dependent 
issue, in 2012 seven major telecom operators selected 
the European Telecommunication Standards Institute 
(ETSI) to be the Network Function Virtualization 
(NFV) specification group. According to [1], NFV 
has been designed to use the advantages of 
virtualization to offer a new way to create, deploy and 
manage network services. The main idea of NFV is to 
decouple the physical device from the network 
functions performed by it. It means that a network 
function, such as firewalling, can be delivered to the 
service provider as a software instance. Such resource 
allows different network functions to be executed in 
the same hardware as well as spread among different 
devices, according to the operator’s requirements. As 
a result, NFV can reduce 
CapEx, since no new hardware have to be acquired, 
and OpEx, since the time and human resources  
demanded  to  deploy  new services are reduced. One 
must note that NFV does not depend on Software-
Defined Networking (SDN) [2], although the 
former’s main idea came from the latter, which 

decouples data plane from control plane. 
As a result of ETSI’s efforts, in October of  2014some 
NFV standards started being published [4]. In total, 
36 NFV standardization white papers have been 
published so far. Although it is unfeasible to present 
all of  them  in  this  article, we may cite some of of 
them that demand greater attention, namely, ETSI GS 
NFV-IFA 010 (Management and Orchestration 
functional requirements), ETSI GS NFV-MAN 001 
(management and orchestration), ETSI GS NFV-
SEC001- 010 (all security-related standards and 
reports), ETSI GSNFV- INF 007 (Methodology to 
describe infrastructure interfaces and abstractions), 
ETSI GS NFV-INF 005 (network domain 
infrastructure), ETSI GS NFV-EVE 005 (report on 
SDN usage in NFV architectural infrastructure), ETSI 
GS NFV-IFA 003 (vSwitch performance), ETSI GS 
NFV-EVE 003 (physical architecture guidelines for 
multi-vendor environment), ETSI GSNFV-
PER001(NFV performance),ETSIGSNFV-INF 
001 (NFV infrastructure overview), ETSI GS NFV 
004 (vir- tualization requirements), ETSI GS NFV 
001 (use cases) and ETSI GS NFV 003 (NFV 
terminologies). Some of these ETSI standards are 
used for our classification scheme and are better 
depicted in sub-section III-A. Despite all advantages 
that may be posed by NFV implementation, 
challenges also come forward. Mijumbi et al. and Bo 
Han et al. show in [1] and [5], respectively, some of 
these challenges, such as performance degradation, 
operational cost (OPEX) in migrating from a 
traditional network to NFV, difficulties in placing 
network functions (placement problem), virtualized 
network functions (VNF) security and survivability, 
and linking services focusing on service chaining. 
 
In this paper we classify the most important research 
projects and works that have been done regarding 
NFV based on the ETSI NFV standards. Our goal is 
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to be able to classify works in progress on NFV, and 
as are sult identify what NFV areas are already being 
explored and deployed and  which areas still demand 
deeper inspection. To achieve this goal, we created the 
following classification of in-progress or completed 
NFV works: use cases, performance, management 
and orchestration (MANO), development, software-
defined NFV(SDNFV),security, architecture, and 
software analysis, placement and service chaining. 
Although these last two areas (placement and service 
chaining) are part of performance or security areas, 
we use them as separate classification areas due to 
their importance and object of study. Throughout the 
analysis and classification of several re- ported case 
of studies, it was possible to identify that NFV 
security and survivability are subjects of great matter 
and they demand deeper inspection. Therefore, we 
propose future research projects to focus on Virtual 
Network Function (VNF) security sub-areas: security 
on virtualization, security on management and 
orchestration systems, and survivability. From these 
security-focus proposals, we highlight the need of 
investing inspection on VNF survivability. Such 
security sub- area strives to reduce downtime of 
virtual network services as much as possible. One 
good practice to achieve so is to work on the 
optimization placement and service chaining. This 
paper is organized as follows: Section II presents a 
few NFV survey related works in order to identify 
research works made on the topic. Section III 
introduces the classification terms defined in this 
paper, namely Sub-Section III-A. In Sub- Section III-
B, we use the classification terms to classify NFV 
papers published since 2013 in higher impact 
conferences and journals, and to identify NFV topics 
that still demand deeper and broader researching. In 
Section IV we dedicate a more detailed analysis on 
NFV security and survivability. In such section we 
present our  proposal  for  future  works  in  order to 
make NFV a more solid, stable and feasible 
technology     to be adopted by large scale companies. 
Finally, in Section conclusion we present our final 
conclusions. 
 
II. RELATEDWORKS 
 
As mentioned in Section I, NFV was proposed in 
2012, when ETSI started to write standardizations for 
it. From there since, companies and the academia 
began to address research 
ofdifferentareasofsuchtechnology,namelyusecases,per
for- mance, management and orchestration (MANO), 
development, software-defined NFV (SDNFV), 
security, software analysis, placement and service 
chaining. But  considering  the  fact  that NFV is such 
a recent technology, not many research 
&development, deployment nor testcase projects are 
available.  It is still an evolving technology. As a 
result, the academia and telecom companies lack on 
information regarding how trustworthy and stable 

NFVis. In response to the need of information on 
NFV technology, a few NFV survey papers were 
published in order to gather information about the 
state of the art as well as challenges and prospects. 
Here, we introduce the main NFV survey papers 
published in high impact journals, such as IEEE 
Communica- tions and IEEE Network. In February 
2015, Bo Han et al. published [5], which came to be 
the first high impact journal paper surveying the state  
of the art of NFV, presenting this technologies’ 
challenges  and opportunities. In this paper, the 
authors present NFV’s requirements and architectural 
framework, some use cases, 
andthentheydiscussaboutthechallengesofNFVand 
some possible solutions. A few technical 
requirements and challenges are highlighted and 
demand attention. 
 
First, the authors address the performance issue that 
may arrive due to services instantiation. Since 
services are run as software instances, and not 
embedded in proprietary hardware as they are in 
traditional networks, performance criteria such as 
throughput and latency may be compromised. The 
authors also use the term manageability to refer to 
another critical area of NFV, which is service 
chaining. Service chaining define the 
interdependency among services. Since virtual 
functions may be run in different virtual nodes, it gets 
clear that their interdependency is vital and hardware 
resources utilization must be taken in managed. And 
still regarding technical 
requirements,onemustbeawareofsecurityissues,specifi
cally because Virtual Network Functions (VNF) may 
be run on virtual machines that are not owned by the 
company or may even be outsourced. This means that 
the company has no 
controlovertheinfrastructurethathoststheVNFs. Bo 
Han et al. continue their work in [5] presenting two     
use cases to provide an insight of solutions that can be 
leveraged by the use of NFV.  To  show how scalable 
NFV  can be, they first present its use in the 
virtualization of Mobile Core Network. They show 
that telecom companies are ossified by the use of 
proprietary equipment and inflexible protocols  in 
traditional networking, but they can leverage from the 
scalability generated by NFV. Later, as a completely 
different use case of NFV, the authors show that even 
home networks can benefit from the technology by 
virtualizing services such as routing andfirewalls. 
Expanding their ideas, the authors notice a few other 
concerns, but they also see these concerns as 
opportunities. First, they state that network 
performance may degrade due   to service 
virtualization. As one solution, they propose the use 
of Linux NAPI and Intel’s DPDK to improve network 
performance. Further, they present state that operators 
must plan where to place VNFs, seeking for a most 
effective and least expensive deployment. They state 
VNF placement may 
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affectloadandnetworkperformance,aswellasthecorrela
tion among services (service chaining). As a solution, 
they propose the use of optimization algorithms to 
define a global or local optimal. As a last concern, 
they address the migration issue. One of the main 
advantages of NFV is its capability to be 
instantiatedinanothernode,butsuchtaskcannotbeperfor
med indiscriminately. Therefore, the  authors  
propose  the  use  or a development of softwares to 
help on that task, such as FreeFlow [6] and 
OpenNF[7]. Although [5] introduces possible 
researching opportunities, they define what the 
opportunities are base on their own sub- jective 
observation and no deep search is performed seeking 
what kind of works are being deployed on NFV. This 
kind of approach may reflect a wrongful analysis of 
what enterprises need. 
InDecember2015,citesdnnfvsurveywaspublishedbyYo
ng 
LiandMinChen.Inthiswork,theauthorssurveythesoftwa
re defined NFV, which is a term used to identify the 
integration 
ofSDNandNFV,andisbecomingthemostdominantuseof  
NFV due to management improvements. The main 
goal of this paper is to introduce how closely related 
these two technolo- gies are and present possible 
future applications of sofware- defined NFV. This 
paper is more technical and focused on the 
softwaresavailabletosolveproblemsorimprovechalleng
es As stated in [8], software-defined NFV 
architecture offers great flexibility, programmability 
and automation to the op- erators in service 
provisioning and service model.  As  one may notice, 
SDN and NFV complete each other.  NFV  is  very 
flexible, since services can be instantiated in any top      
of the shelf device, while SDN leverages automation 
through control plane programmability, which defines 
how flows are 
forwarded.Mainly,NFVdynamismcanbeautomatedbyf
lows steering performed by SDN controllers. And this 
integration advantages must be used in favor of 
service chaining, which, as mentioned earlier, is 
characterized by the dependency among network 
functions. This dependency occurs because     a chain 
defines the required processing of functions and the 
correspondingorderthatshouldbeappliedtothedataflow. 
Similar to Bo Han in [5], Yong Li and Min Chen in 
[8] 
highlighttherequiredattentiontothesamechallengesonN
FV, such as function deployment and portability, but 
they give more focus on traffic steering required by 
service chaining. And to conclude their work on NFV 
and SDN integration,  they present possible future 
works and trends of software- defined NFV. 
Following the same line of [5], the authors believe 
that the flexibility, automation and programmability 
of software-defined NFV may reach different 
scenarios. In cloud computing, NFV may be used as 
enabler of dynamic service provisioning. Mobile 
networks may reduce their CapEx and OpEx from 

porting their proprietary embedded core network- ing 
and mobile-network base stations to virtualized 
network functions. And clearly, enterprise networks 
can benefit from SDNFV mainly because deployment 
time can be drastically reduced. Although [8] 
introduces how close SDN and NFV are, we must 
keep in mind that these technologies are orthogonal, 
and not interdependent. Therefore, we may not 
restrict academic and enterprise research and 
deployment projects to this tech- nologies coupling. 
In a more recent NFV survey paper, Rashid Mijumbi 
et     al. published [1] in the first  quarter  of  2016.  
This  work  goes through the same analysis as the two 
previous analyzed papers, but in a much broader, 
detailed and academic way. In this work, the authors 
explore the NFV architecture, SDNFV, commercial 
products and identify future studying areas, all    in 
details. They also detail NFV standardization efforts 
and review NFVprojects. 
[1] analyzes some challenges on NFV, 
namelyManagement and Orchestration (MANO), 
energy efficiency, performance, resource allocation, 
security, privacy and trust. We shall have our attention 
to the security, privacy and trust challenge.  Here, the 
authors refer to the existing security concerns on 
virtualization, not specifically on NFV. They also 
refer to the ETSI security expert group which was 
created to document concerns and solutions regarding 
NFV securityvulnerabilities  [9], but no actual 
security issues are presented or deeply discussed. 

Analyzing these three well-known NFV survey 
papers, we can notice two issues that must be 
addressed. First, an inspec- tion must be addressed in 
order to define what NFV areas    are actually being 
analyzed both by enterprises  companies and 
academia. This approach should present a more 
realistic scenario of NFV trends. Second, despite of 
the fact that security in NFV must be one of the 
greatest concerns,no actual problems, proposals or 
solutions are presented. We may infer that this may 
occur because we lack on research &development 
projects and even testbed cases regarding the subject. 
Therefore, in the sub-section IV we analyze NFV 
works that have been reported and that focus on NFV 
security issues, although one shall notice that these 
works are not properly NFV-security concerned. They 
use NFV as a security enabler, though. But before 
addressing the the NFV security areas that demand 
attention, we must define how to classify NFV in-
progress or completedworks. 
 
III. EFFORTS ONNFV 
 
Since NFV is such a recent technology, having its 
standard- ization initiated in 2012 and its first activity 
report published in 2014, telecom and large data 
network companies still need consolidated 
information to decide whether to move to the usage of 
this technology or not. Therefore, in this paper we 
make a broad and deep survey on papers published on 
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NFV.Our intent is to gather information about what 
kind of NFV areas are consolidated and what are not. 
By that, this work may be used as a reference to 
companies and academics that are moving to use or 
study this technology. We  define that      a NFV topic, 
or area, is consolidated based on the amount      of 
high quality publishings available on most reliable 
digital libraries, namely IEEE [10] andACM [11]. 
A. NFV Standards andClassifications 
First, we shall define two terms: first, whenever this 
work uses the term NFV work, we are making  
reference  to  apublic reported NFV work, which was 
a result of a research inspection, research & 
development project or deployment testcase. Second, 
whenever the term NFV class is shown, we are 
referencing to a NFV topic, or area, defined 
according to the classificationscheme. To be able to 
correlate NFV topics, or classes, with NFV works, a 
classification scheme is created. Each NFV work is 
associatedwithaNFVclass.ANFVclassisdefinedaccord
ing to its main subject. In subsection III-A we define 
the NFV classes using two criteria: NFV standards 
created by ETSI and common research topics. 
Therefore, to be able to define NFV topics, we must 
take in account some of the NFV standards [4]. Table 
I introduces the association of the ETSI NFV 
Standards with some NFV classes, namely use cases, 
perfor- mance, management and orchestration 
(MANO), development, software-defined NFV 
(SDNFV), security, architecture, and software 
analysis. We have also introduce two additional 
classes: placement and service chaining. Although 
thesetwo 

 TABLE I: CLASSIFICATION THERMS RELATED TO 
ETSI NFV STANDARDS 

Standard Description NFV Class 
GS NFV-SEC 006 Security Aspects Security 
GS NFV-SEC 0XX Security-Related 

Standards 
Security 

GS NFV-IFA 010 MANO architecture MANO 
GS NFV-MAN 001 MANO MANO 
GS NFV-TST 001 Validation Performance 
GS NFV-IFA 003 vSwitch performance Performance 
GS NFV-PER 001 NFV performance Performance 
GS NFV-INF 007 

002 
VNF Interfaces Development 

GS NFV-EVE 004 Virtualization Software Analysis 
GS NFV-EVE 003 Physical Architecture Development 
GS NFV-EVE 005 SDNFV SDNFV 
GS NFV-INF 001 Infrastructure Overview Architecture 
GS NFV-INF 005 Network Infrastructure Architecture 
GS NFV-EVE 003 Physical Guidelines Architecture 

GS NFV 004 Virtual Requirements Use Cases 
GS NFV 001 Use Cases Use Cases 
GS NFV 003 NFV terminologies Use Cases 

 
classes could be interpreted as sub-classes of 
performance and security, we consider them very 
critical and, therefore, should be analyzed as specific 
classes. 

ETSI GS NFV 001 (use cases) and ETSI GS NFV 
003 
(NFV terminologies) 
By associating the ETSI NFV standards with classes, 
we  are able to analyze NFV works by areas, instead 
of standards. As a result, we are able to identify what 
areas need deeper in- spection. But to make such 
identification, one mustunderstand what a specific 
NFV class is about. Therefore, each class is depicted 
asfollows: 

• Management and Orchestration (MANO): classifies 
NFV works that focus on physical resources 
requirements, virtual network functions correlation, 
lifecycle control, physical and virtual resources 
management, policies im- plementation 
andmanagement. 

TABLE II: CLASSIFICATION THERMS RELATED TO 
ETSI NFV STANDARDS 

NFV Class NFV Work Quantity 
MANO [12]- [17] 6 

Performance [18]- [23] 6 
Development [24] 1 

SDNFV [25]- [31] 7 
Software 
Analysis 

[32]- [34] 3 

Architecture [35] 1 
Placement [36]- [41] 6 

Service Chaining [42]- [44] 3 
Use Cases [45]- [49] 5 

 
 Security: classifies efforts focused on NFV 

security anal- ysis orimplementation. 
 Use Cases: classifies efforts focused on the 

state of the art or deployment ofNFV. 
 Service Chaining: the interdependency among 

network services are critical to the stability of a 
NFV network. Service Chaining identifies 
thisinterdependency. 

 
In subsection III-B we classify NFV reported efforts 
andwe are able to notice that not much work has been 
done on NFV security. As a result, we present, in 
section IV, a deeper insight on NFV security demands 
and elucidate that this is       a topic that demand 
greater attention and inspection before  companies 
begin to change their traditional embedded network 
services toNFV. 
 
B. Classifying NFVEfforts 
It must be emphasized that to identify challenges and 
research opportunities on NFV, which is our goal in 
this work, we constrained our research to only high 
impact research digital libraries, namely IEEE and 
ACM. Such technique was adopted to concentrate our 
analysis on NFV works that were reported, published 
and present meaningful results. In total,  38 published 
works were analyzed and classified. First, we present 
the classifications in Table II. 
 Performance: the performance class correlates 
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NFV 
worksthattargetNFVperformanceevaluation. 

 Development: development works focus 
onimplementing new NFV solutions in order to 
improve VNF character- 
istics,suchasperformanceorresources. 

 Software-Defined Network Function: SDNFV 
takes in account the integration between SDN 
and NFV. Several works analyze different 
characteristics of SDN and NFV integration. 

 Software Analysis: although NFV is a very 
recent tech- nology and not many studies are 
available, some soft-  wares are available 
proposing a facilitated implementa- tion of 
thistechnology. 

 Architecture: identifies works made on 
researching, ana- lyzing or improving 
NFVarchitecture. 

 Placement: one of the major areas in NFV is 
identifying theoptimalplacestodeployVNF 

 
We may notice from Table II that SDNFV is the most 
inspected NFV class. We may conclude that it occurs 
because SDN is a more solid technology when aging 
is taken in ac- 
count.Italsoshowsthatthesetwotechnologiesareorthogo
nal. They are not interdependent, but they complete 
each other. Placement is also another subject that is 
well researched and deployed. That occurs because 
placement problem is already a concern in Virtual 
Network Embedding (VNE), used in cloud 
computing, and SDN networks, since SDN 
controllers demand a global or localoptimal. 
Our main goal in this work  is  to  address  NFV  
topics  that still need deep researching. In this regard, 
it may seem that NFV architecture, development and 
security pose great demand, challenge and research  
opportunities.  But  it  must be enlightened that NFV 
architecture and development are standardized by 
ETSI. These are topics that require inspec- 
tionandresearch,buttheirmoreassociatedtoNFV-
enabled 
 network devices, which means that they pose 
concerns to telecom and datacenter enterprises, 
mainly. Meanwhile, NFV security represents great 
concern from the operators’ point of view. Telecom 
and network operators will hardly change their 
infrastructure for a recent technology that catalogs 
very little ornoresearchonsuchacriticaltopicassecurity. 
 
IV. NFV SECURITY ANDSURVIVABILITY 
 
The works presented in [45] and [49] are, indeed, 
security- related. But such works do not analyze NFV 
security chal- lenges or issues. They do analyze 
intrusion detection services implemented as VNF 
instead of embedded systems.Therefore, these works 
cannot be classified as NFV security-related. Hence, 
security-related challenges that must be 
addressed.One that comes from virtualization 

technology analyzes risks posed by sharing resources. 
NFV runs virtual services as VNFs. These virtual 
functions are deployed in virtual nodes, which run on 
substrate nodes. In this scenario, we may have several 
network services that belong to different operators 
but sharing the same physical resources. Research 
and deployments must be addressed to gather 
information about the actual risks posed to the 
operators. Security concerns around how 
Management and Orchestra- tion must be addressed. 
MANO define VNFs characteristics, such as 
hardware consumption, placement, service chaining 
and flow matching. It is clear that guaranteeing the 
security of the MANO system and policies are vital. 
Another security- related topic that still  needs  
inspection  is  survivability.  In all technologies, one 
must consider that  hardware  failures  and breaches 
may occur even on high secured and audited systems. 
Therefore, survivability policies and techniques must 
beplanned. Studying, analyzing, implementing, 
deploying and testing these three NFV security areas 
is imperative to stimulate large scale network 
companies and telecommunication operators to adopt 
NFV technology. Therefore, efforts must be made to 
deploy and enhance research on these topics. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Large-scale data and telecom companies may 
leverage from NFV technology, whereas NFV 
decouples network functions from the proprietary 
physical devices. However, new tech- nologies must 
prove their reliability regarding security, perfor- 
mance, accuracy and manageability. Therefore, 
operators pose concerns regarding NFV 
characteristics in its different areas. This paper 
presented a broad and deep research seeking aca- 
demic, technical, development and deployment NFV 
projects to classify and identify which NFV topics, or 
areas, are consolidated and which are not. We showed 
in this work that although some efforts were and are 
being reported concerning NFV areas, companies still 
demand much deeper inspection regarding security 
issues. And to address such problem we introduce 
three possible security research topics in order to 
stimulate the growth of NFV technology, which are 
security on virtualization, security on management 
and orchestration systems and NFVsurvivability. 
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